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1 Introduction

In theanalysisof MEG dataoneoftenfacestheprob-
lem that noise from biological or technicalorigins
(e.g. alphaactivity or interferencefrom the power
line, respectively) is corrupting the measurements.
Wepresentacasestudywherewe analyzetheeffects
of artifactremoval for awell-known experimentalset-
ting: measurementsof somatosensoryevoked fields
(SEF, N20). We comparea classicalsignalprocess-
ing approachto the recentlydevelopedindependent
componentanalysis(ICA) technology[9, 11]. The
specificdatasetstudiedis anattractive testbedsince
the signal of interest(N20) is relatively strong,but
contaminatedby a 150 Hz componentdueto power
line interference.

2 Methods

2.1 Data

The right mediannerve was stimulatedelectrically
over 12000epochs,while the magneticfield above
thecontralateralsomatosensorycortex wasmeasured
by the Berlin 49 channelplanargradiometersystem
placedin a magneticallyshieldedroom. A sampling
rateof 2 kHz andan inter-stimulusinterval (ISI) of
333msec(toavoid steadystateeffects)wereused(see
Fig. 1 and2).
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Figure1: SEF:averagedtimecoursesof themagnetic
field for all 49channels.

Figure2: SEF: Localizationof an ECD at the time
instanceof N20 using a realistic volumeconductor
model.

2.2 ICA model

Due to the fact that magnetic fields of different
bioelectriccurrentsourcessuperimposelinearly, the
measuredvaluesof the SQUID-sensorarray canbe
modeledasa linear combinationof componentvec-
tors
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where ����� � � ���������������! ��"���#�%$ � �������&�'$&()�! �+*-,
./� For independentcomponentanalysiswe assume
that the observed signals ���	��
 arelinear mixturesof. underlyingsources���	��
 , that aremutually statisti-
cally independent,i.e. their joint probability density
functionfactorizes.
Within theseassumptionsonecan separatethe data���	��
 into independentcomponents0 �	��
1�324���	��
 .
This recovers the original sources���	��
 from the ob-
served mixturesup to scalingand permutation. As
both the mixing process� andthe sources���	��
 are
unknown, this techniqueis calledblind source sepa-
ration [3].



2.3 Three Algorithms

In the following we will briefly review three represen-
tative types of source separation algorithms that take
different approaches to achieve a demixing.
A substantial amount of research has been conducted
on algorithms using higher-order statistics for esti-
mation of ICA [3]. For off-line (batch) computa-
tion, Cardoso et al. [2] developed theJADE algo-
rithm based on the (joint) diagonalization of matri-
ces obtained from ‘parallel slices’ of the fourth-order
cumulant tensor. Maximizing the kurtosis of the out-
put signals was also proposed by Hyvärinen and Oja
[4]. They developed an algorithm termedFastICA
that utilizes a fixed-point iteration to optimize a con-
trast function that measures the distance of the source
probability distributions from a Gaussian distribution
[3, 4].
In matrix notation FastICA takes the form
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 is a non-linear
contrast function. If one would useGH�	O�@B
F�4O �@ the
Kurtosis is optimized (as in JADE). Therefore we
chose the hyperbolic tangent and the Gaussian func-
tion as non-linearitiesGH�WVX
 in our experiments with
FastICA.
The two methods mentioned above utilize higher-
order statistics to exploit the non-Gaussian distribu-
tion of the sources to achieve a separation. In con-
trast theTDSEP (Temporal Decorrelation SEPara-
tion) algorithm [10, 11] relies on distinctive spec-
tral/temporal characteristics of the sources using only
second-order statistics in the form of (time-delayed)
correlation matrices (see also [6, 1]).
The TDSEP algorithm makes use of the property that
the cross-correlation functions of mutually indepen-
dent signals are approximately zero. Assuming fur-
ther that the signals�Y�	��
 have a temporal structure
i.e. a ’non-delta’ auto-correlation function all time-
delayed correlation matricesZ\[^]`_ba should be non-
zero diagonal matrices. This knowledge is used to
calculate the unknown mixing matrix� in eq. (1)
by a simultaneous diagonalization of asetof corre-
lation matrices1 Zc[d]fega �ih	���	��
b�H j�	��<lk�
�m for differ-
ent choices ofk . Since the mixing model in eq. (1) is
simply a linear transformation, we can substitute���	��

by �����	��
 and get:

Z [d]Xena �ohp�����	��
?�p�����	�/<qk�
�
  m/�r� Z [d]f_Wa �  � (2)
1here sut v denotes the time average

For the special case oftwo lagged correlation matri-
ces, e.g.kw��x and kzy�{x one can achieve a joint di-
agonalization by solving the general eigenvalue prob-
lem � Z [�|}H~ ]Xena Z�� �[ }H~ ]Xena 
=�i����� [6].
The quality of the signal separation depends on the
choice of k [10] because for somek the eigenvalue
problem can be degenerated. However, solving eq. (2)
for several2 k by simultaneous diagonalization elimi-
nates this problem. An approximate simultaneous di-
agonalization of several matrices can be performed
in two steps: (1) sphering and (2) a number of Ja-
cobi rotations (orthogonal transformation). First, the

sphering operation� � Z [ }H~ �	��
 �?�� transforms the
covariance matrix of� �	��
l� � ���	��
 into the iden-
tity matrix. Then the remaining set of time-delayed
correlation matricesZ [^]f��a can be diagonalized sub-
sequently by a unique orthogonal transformation� ,
since in the new basis� all degrees of freedom left
are rotations. For details we refer to [2, 1].
Concatenation of both transforms finally yields an es-
timate of the mixing matrix�6� � � � � � which has
to be inverted to get the demixing matrix2 ��� � � �

2.4 Artifact reduction using ICA

ICA has been a sucessful technique for artifact reduc-
tion in EEG and MEG [5, 9, 11]. Our ICA-based
artifact reduction procedure consist of the following
steps: First, a sphering and compression by PCA is
applied. For our data we reduced the 49 input dimen-
sions to 15 based on the Eigenvalue spectrum shown
in Fig. 3a. Then we decompose the transformed data
into independent components by an ICA algorithm.
In a next step we decide which components corre-
spond to artifactual or relevant signals on the basis
of prior knowledge. Finally we project the previously
selected components of interest back to sensor space
and by doing so we obtain a set of cleaned measure-
ments.
Another option is to remove the artifact fields by mak-
ing use of their estimated spatial structure (contained
in the columns of the mixing matrix� ) by Signal-
Space Projection (SSP) [7, 8]. In case of multiple
artifacts the whole space spanned by these artifacts,
which we will refer to as ’artifact space’, has to be
projected out. The essential requirement for applying
SSP is that the unwanted fields are to be known (up to
multiplicative constants) which is fulfilled if the ICA
merely finds the artifact space correctly.

2In the experiments we chose�j������� � .



2.5 Performance Evaluation

Wemakeuseof thefactthattheISI is relatively large
andfit theparametersof a notchfilter on thelastpart
(> 200ms)of the averageddata(seeFig. 1) andex-
trapolatethis to the first part. This correcteddata
is referedto as "gold standard". To assessthe per-
formanceof thedifferentartifact reductionmethods,
thenormalizeddeviation from the"gold standard"is
used.As a secondcriteriaof interestwe comparethe
goodness-of-fitof anequivalentcurrentdipole(ECD)
model for a realisticvolumeconductor(calculations
wereperformedwith theCURRY softwarepackage).

3 Results

Predominantlytwo artifactual 150 Hz components
(Fig. 4) wereidentifiedby theICA decompositionin
a fully automatic,data-drivenmanner. Fig. 3bclearly
shows that the energy presentin almostall 49 chan-
nelsin the150Hzbandin theoriginaldata(topgraph)
is condensedto fewer onesusing PCA (lower left).
Finally in theICA basisonly two 150Hz components
persist(lower right). Fig. 5 reveals that ICA tech-
niqueseliminating theseartifact fields yield similar
results– only 2-3%deviation– asthe"gold standard"
notchfiltering approach,providedthatthesamplesize
is sufficiently largei.e.> 400(seeFig. 5). Notethata
crude(non-adaptive) notchfilter yieldsa constanter-
ror of approximately8%, which is muchworsethan
for the ICA basedalgorithms. To obtainFig. 6, we
project the dataorthogonalto the artifact subspace
andgive thedeviation from theaccordinglyprojected
gold standarddata, which yields remarkablybetter
results,especiallyfor small samplesizes. Here we
canobtainanimprovementin deviationof a factor10
comparedto the simplesubtractionapproachshown
in Fig. 5.
Thegoodness-of-fitof thedipolemodelis very high
for all methods(evenfor theoriginaldata),dueto the
highsignalto noiseratioatN20. Interestingly, if ICA
is used,oneachievesaccuraciesof largerthan99.8%.

4 Discussion

In ourtestbedscenario,wehaveaccessto the"ground
truth" sincewe know thatmainly a 150Hzdistortion
is present,anddue to the large inter-stimulus inter-
val we areableto adaptparametersof a notchfilter
effectively. In thegeneralsettingwherenosuchapri-
ori information is available, it is apparentthat such
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Figure3: a) Eigenvalue spectrumof the covariance
matrix of the data. b) relativepower in the 150 Hz
bandfor original data,PCAandICA, respectively.
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Figure4: Two componentsshowinga strong peakat
150 Hz were obtainedby ICA (here the TDSEPal-
gorithmwasappliedto a 15-dimensionalsubspaceof
thedata).
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Figure5: Deviation fromthegoldstandard for differ-
entartifact removal methodsusingsubtraction.
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Figure 6:Deviation from the gold standard for ICA-
based methods using projection.
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Figure 7:Goodness-of-fit for an ECD using different
methods.

notch filtering would inevitably fail while ICA can
still yield reasonable results. Furthermore, the com-
bination of ICA with SSP to eliminate artifacts has
proven superior to methods that merely subtract the
noise. Our artifact reduction methods are fully auto-
mated, and they could be applied to any multichannel
data, provided that there exist criteria to spot the arti-
facts.
Finally, for the ICA-based methods, e.g. for TDSEP
(cf. Fig. 6), shorter inter-stimulus intervals would be
possible without losses in localization accuracy.
Future research will furthermore focus on strategies
for combining projection techniques and ICA incor-
porating a-priori knowledge.
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